Two-Acre Flag Tops In World

WASHINGTON (UPI) - It isn't every American flag that is a "crew of standards." The Old Glory unfurled Saturday at the Smithsonian Institution's Washington Monument weighed seven tons and covered two acres.

The banner, displayed for Flag Day, measures 11 by 50 feet. Lee University, Chattanooga, Tenn., presented it. The flagpole was a World War II veteran.

Carter Dyed Up By Castro?

DALLAS (UPI) — Laurence Oatesetn fishing CubanOfficial in Cuban- tion change — several families with common connections and history — President Carter has played into the hands of Fidel Castro, an exiled Cuban newspaper editor commented.

"At the outset, he is seen as several times U.S. Totex to Cuban, former editor of La Havana and the world's largest. The area is rich in history and the crowds are many."


Carter Duped By Castro?

No Criminals, Says Reagan

MEXICO CITY (UPI) - Cuban President Fidel Castro said he is a "traitor of the world" for allowing the United States to use Cuban territory to invade Grenada.

"They (Americans) have not accepted the Communist doctrine," Mr. Castro, said. "They have been warned by the Korean War, by the war in the former Congo, the 13,000 Russian, British and East German troops that occupy Cuba."

"Cuba is to be dominated by communism, so we shall," Mr. Castro said.

REAGAN DRAWS CHINA WARNING

OSBI Sends 12 To Probe Deaths

SLAYS SHOCK RELATIVES

Reagan Boren Ticket?

PERKINS (UPI) — China Saturday warned its Jerusalem ambassador that if President Reagan and Premier Li Peng do not meet, the United States will be "seriously considered" as "an obstructing force in the normal development of Sino-U.S. relations.

The Chinese attack on Reagan was "noteworthy in the consulting note" to the ambassador that rejected a request for a meeting between the two leaders, according to the United States government.

The statement said the government had notified the ambassador of "the Chinese government's view that U.S.-Sino relations must develop on the basis of having a direct meeting between the two leaders.

In April, the Chinese government had warned that "there is no problem in the Sino-U.S. relations that cannot be solved through direct meetings between the two leaders.

The statement said that if Reagan's statement involves the Chinese questions of Taiwan and war and the United States did not satisfy them, the Chinese government would not be surprised if it was not possible to have the Sino-U.S. relations at the level of the two leaders.

The statement said Reagan's position reflects "a sense of the arms against the United States to resist their will of the United States."

With the Lincoln Memorial and the reflecting pool in the background, the world's largest flag, weighing seven tons and covering two acres, was unfurled on the grounds of the Washington Monument Saturday in honor of National Flag Day.

Good Morning

It's Sunday, June 16, And...
News In Brief

Raglan Goes Blush-Voted

KOOSKIA, Idaho (AP) — Thousands of people are urging the governor to veto a bill that would allow raglan sleeves on school uniforms. A rally was held outside the governor's mansion in Boise.

K Perl, Nari Triatl Begins

GREECE (AP) — The three-time Olympic gold medalist began training for the 2024 Olympics. Perl, known for her speed and agility, plans to focus on improving her endurance.

Farmers Look To States

WASHINGTON (AP) — Small farms are facing difficult times due to a lack of government support. Farmers are looking to their states for help in addressing the challenges they face.

Old-Timer Huntin

NEW YORK (AP) — A 75-year-old hunter from upstate New York has tracked down a rare buck. The buck, estimated to be worth thousands of dollars, was found in a wooded area near the hunter's cabin.

Families Flee Fires

BEDFORD, Lake, Ohi (AP) — Many families are fleeing their homes due to the ongoing wildfires. The Lake County Sheriff's Department has evacuated hundreds of people from the area.}

Peking Services Held For Coe

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Services were held for the late Charles Coe, a prominent businessman. Coe, who passed away last week, was known for his philanthropic work.

Edna Louise Michelle Decker

ALGERIA (AP) — Algeria announced a new socialist policy aimed at reducing income inequality. The policy, which includes increased taxes on the wealthy, was introduced by the new prime minister.

Feds Probe

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — Federal agents have opened an investigation into the death of a prominent businessman. The death is being investigated as a possible murder.

Boy Revived By Father

TRIANGLE, Okin (AP) — A father used CPR to revive his son after he stopped breathing. The boy, who was playing in a nearby lake, was later released from the hospital.

Legislature Smiles On Schools

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — The Oklahoma legislature has approved a bill that would increase funding for public schools. The bill, which was introduced by the state's governor, was passed with a majority vote.

Senate Hopefuls Agree On Budget

WASHINGTIN, D.C. (AP) — Senate hopefuls have reached an agreement on a budget proposal. The proposal, which includes a mix of tax cuts and increased spending, was endorsed by both parties.

REWARD $300.00

STOLEN CHILD

Claremore Publisher Honored By OPA

WAGNER'S (AP) — Publisher Ed Wagner was honored by the Oklahoma Publishers Association. Wagner, who has served as publisher for over 20 years, was recognized for his dedication to journalism.

TAKEDOWN: A BASSAIDE RESORT ON FATHER'S DAY

PILLCAY'S OFFERS DAD A FREE BASS A BASSAIDE RESORT ON FATHER'S DAY

OPEN SUNDAY 11:30 A.M.

TakeDown: A Bassaide Resort on Father's Day

Pilcay's offers Dad a free Bass a Bassaide resort on Father's Day.
Sooner Scene

Town Sued In Rape Case

Libertarians Seek Ballot Spot

Boy’s Body Found In River

Child Killed In Crash

Woman Dies In Auto Mishap

Bandits Surrender

Carter Again Nixes PLO

Mt. St. Helens Still ‘An Explosive Situation’

Truman Services Observed

More Americans Are Driving 55

Watson Admits Jordan Influence

Bandits Surrender

MIDLAND, Tex. (AP) — Texas bandits who held up a white gas station attendant for $75 in 1958 were caught and charged with aggravated robbery and armed robbery.

The bandits were identified as James J. Johnson, 20, and Jack F. Smith, 21. The men were captured in a wooded area near the town of Midland, police said.

The robbery occurred at a gas station on West Wall Street. The two men, who were believed to be out of contact and ran off after the holdup, were sought by police for months.

Sooner Scene

Girl Dies As Car Hits Tree

OKLAHOMA CITY — A 16-year-old girl was killed in a multiple-vehicle accident Friday on the northwest side of Oklahoma City, police said.

The girl was a passenger in a car that collided with a pickup truck and another car on the south leg of Tatum Avenue and Western Avenue.

The driver of the pickup truck was hospitalized with injuries. The other car was not involved in the accident.

Heavy-Duty

Permanent press laundry pair

FREE 11'M POWER CORD

When your washer and dryer are brand new and operating at their peak performance, you'll have a lot less laundry to do! Sears Heavy-Duty washer and dryer - available right now - are designed for heavy-duty use and give you the most efficient cleaning performance in the industry.

4-speed, 3-cycle washer

299.95

2-speed, 4-cycle dryer

219.95
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Editorial

Soft Pedal The Hostages

President Carter has announced that he will not require considering any further assistance to the United States in the current military situation.

The decision to avoid further support comes in the context of the ongoing threat from the Soviet Union.

A Computer For Dr. Strangelove

Art Buchwald

WASHINGTNDCOM - As OF TODAY, the computer that Dr. Strangelove used in the movie was donated to the Smithsonian Institution.

"It's a great honor to have our computer displayed alongside such important artifacts," said Dr. Strangelove's former assistant, Dr. Richard Strangelove.

Talent Search For Jurists Begins

Paul Harvey

The United States Senate Judiciary Committee is seeking to identify qualified jurists for the federal bench.

The committee is accepting applications from qualified candidates who have demonstrated a commitment to the judiciary.

Harriet Van Horn

Short Ballot, Poor Choice

The short ballot in this election is designed to help voters make informed decisions.

"The candidates on the ballot are carefully selected to ensure that the best possible candidates are presented to the electorate," said Harriet Van Horn.

Boren Suggested As Reagan VP

Oklahoma Eye

Robert B. Perry, who has served as Governor of Oklahoma, was suggested by a number of political figures as a potential vice presidential candidate.

"Bob Perry has been a strong leader in Oklahoma and has demonstrated his commitment to the country," said one supporter.

Castro Has Manpower; Brezhnev Weapons

Jack Anderson

WASHINGTNDCOM - The Cuban military has been bolstered by a new wave of recruits.

"We are seeing a significant increase in the number of Cuban soldiers," said a military official.

‘Anderson Factor’ Beginning To Haunt Carter

By Michael Charlet

The media attention given to the Anderson factor is causing concern among political analysts.

"The Anderson factor is becoming a major issue in this campaign," said Michael Charlet.

Previously, Anderson had been a minor player in the political landscape.

"Now, however, his influence is growing," said Charlet.

Generally, it is agreed that Anderson has been effective in shaping public opinion.

The Anderson factor is expected to play a significant role in the upcoming elections.

In this Presidential election, Anderson's impact is likely to be felt particularly in states with large Cuban populations.

The newsworthy events mentioned in the previous text may not be related to the current one. If there are any connections, they are not immediately clear from the provided text.
Toy Guns: Regaining Their Popularity

By David Diamond

Sales of toy guns are exceeding expectations, according to the latest sales figures. Manufacturers and retailers report a significant increase in sales of toy guns, with some toy gun companies seeing a 50% increase in sales compared to last year. This surge in popularity is attributed to the growing trend of adults playing with toy guns as a form of escapism.

The success of toy guns has led to an increase in toy gun manufacturing. Some manufacturers have expanded their production lines to meet the demand. However, concerns have been raised about the safety of toy guns, with some parents and educators calling for stricter regulations to prevent the misuse of toy guns.

Heiress Must Pay Alimony

Faye Dunaway

Time was when alimony, a relic of an era when men dominated the workplace, was a common occurrence. But in recent years, the trend has shifted, with more women becoming financially independent. However, in the case of Faye Dunaway, a former actress, alimony has been ordered.

The case of Faye Dunaway has garnered attention due to the high-visibility status of the actress. The court ordered Dunaway to pay alimony to her ex-husband, who had been a successful businessman. The decision was made after a prolonged legal battle, with both parties seeking a favorable outcome.

Organized Labor Issues A Warning

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The national labor union has issued a warning to companies not to engage in unfair labor practices. The union has been advocating for better working conditions and increased wages for workers but has faced opposition from some companies.

The union has reported an increase in unfair labor practices, particularly in the manufacturing and construction sectors. The union has called for increased regulation to prevent these practices.

Lugar Possible Running Mate?

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The possibility of Bob Dole selecting Bob Dole as his running mate for the upcoming election has been raised. Dole, who is known for his strong conservative views, has been often mentioned as a potential running mate for a number of candidates in the past.

Dole's selection would likely have significant implications for the election, with both parties considering the impact of such a choice. The decision would be made after careful consideration of various factors, such as the candidate's political views and the potential impact on the election.

Carter Hikes Total

The recent news of President Carter announcing a significant increase in his total campaign fund has sparked interest among political observers. The increase is attributed to recent fundraising efforts and the strong support from donors.

The increase will allow the President to expand his campaign activities, particularly in key battleground states. The move has been seen as a strategic decision to strengthen his chances in the upcoming election.

About People

Eve Gussin

The fascination with the famous and glamorous is a universal one, with many people often being curious about their personal lives. However, the media's portrayal of these individuals can sometimes be misleading.

The media's portrayal of the famous and glamorous is often influenced by the desire for attention and profit. This has led to the creation of fabricated stories and exaggerated portrayals, which can sometimes be detrimental to the individuals' personal lives.

Radio Shack Hi-Fi Stereo Component Sale

Save 20 to 43% on selected stereo sale items!

Versatile 2-Way Floor/Shelf Speaker System

Save $60, 79.95, each

8-Track Tape Deck—The Ideal "Add On" for Any Stereo System

Save $20, 7995, each
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Save $20, 7995, each
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Receptions, Trips Follow Saturday Weddings

Couple Marries

Vows Exchanged

Sears

Wedding Vows Exchanged By Area Couples

Nuptials Planned By Pairs
Debs Visit Arts Center

The 1989 Debs Arts Debutantes were at the Arts Center, the new home of the Arts Center, for a preview of the center. The center opened the door to local artists and the community at large.

Girls Invited To Rush Party

In honor of the new center, the Arts Center hosted a party for girls who were invited to rush. The event was attended by many local artists and supporters of the Arts Center.

Escorts Selected For Beaux Arts Debutants

The Beaux Arts Debutants selected escorts to accompany them during their debut. The escorts were chosen based on their suitability and compatibility with the debutants.

Business News In Brief

Liberty Promotes Five Execs

Liberty Bank has announced the promotions of five executives. The promotions are effective immediately, and they reflect the bank's commitment to growing its business.

Windmills Energy Savior?

Dillard's Chief Given Award

Dillard's Chief Executive Officer, Mr. John Dillard, has been awarded the prestigious Energy Savers Award for his contributions to the field of energy conservation. The award recognizes his efforts in reducing energy consumption and promoting sustainable practices.

The Sewing Class of Classes

After an easy, inexpensive sewing class, you can make any outfit you want! One T-shirt, one pair of pants, flannel Three fashion tops One skirt One suit jacket One pieces...
Nicklaus, Aoki Tied Atop Open Dogfight

By United Press International

The world's best golfers, led by Jack Nicklaus and Isao Aoki, faced a daunting task of trying to stay at the top of the Texas Open leaderboard. Nicklaus started the day with a 68, matching Aoki's score, to remain at the top of the standings.
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Outfielder Blows Major-League Attempt

Outfielder Blows Major-League Attempt

Oklahoma Nips Texas In Faith

By staff writers

Oklahoma continued its dominant play by edging Texas 2-1, a result that bodes well for the Sooners' chances in the Big Eight Conference.

89ers Swamped By Omaha, 15-7

By Regina Brue

Omaha scored 10 runs in the first inning, leaving the defending champions with little chance to mount a comeback. The 15-7 loss is the third consecutive defeat for the 89ers.

O'Grady -- Controversial, Outspoken

By John Krasinski

Pat O'Grady, the newly elected Mayor of Boston, has made headlines with his controversial statements and outspoken behavior. He promises to bring change and a fresh perspective to city governance.
Cubs Shell Braves, End Skid

By United Press International

Cincinnati, Ohio (UP) - The Chicago Cubs ended 24 years of frustration against the Brooklyn Dodgers today with a 2-0 win over the franchise that once was the oldest and most successful team in baseball. The victory marked the first time the Cubs had beaten the Dodgers in a major league game since 1946.

Cardinals 6, Reds 3

Ted Simmons drove in the tying run in the top half of the ninth inning for the winning hit. The Cards' attack was led by Simmons, who hit a homer and drove in four runs. The Reds' rally came in the seventh inning when Hal Baldell hit a two-run homer. The Reds took the lead with a run in the sixth inning.

Phillies 3, Padres 1

Gary Lefevre and Mike Tauchman homered to help the Philadelphia Phillies to a 3-1 victory over the San Diego Padres. The win was the Phillies' second in a row and improved their record to 39-37. The Padres' loss dropped their record to 40-36.

Mets 7, Giants 6

Tom Seaver's strong pitching performance helped the New York Mets to a 7-6 win over the New York Giants. Seaver allowed only one run in six innings and struck out eight batters. The Mets' victory moved them into first place in the Eastern Division.

Fregosi Tossed Out

Aqueduct, New York (AP) — Angel Fregosi of the Philadelphia Phillies was tossed out of the game after sending a runner from second base home on a wild pitch. The umpire ruled that Fregosi was attempting to interfere with the catcher's work. Fregosi was ejected from the game along with manager Dave Roenicke.

Green Fires 5-Under 65

With Help Of Old Putter

By United Press International

Calloway, Georgia (UP) — Jack Nicklaus and Niki Aoki tied for the lead in the Masters Tournament with a 5-under par 67. Nicklaus, who had won the Masters five times before, carded a birdie-par-birdie-sandwich to take the lead. Aoki, who is making his first appearance in the tournament, shot a second-round 68.

Lundquist Builds 4-Shot LPGA Lead

By United Press International

San Antonio, Texas (AP) — Louisa Lundquist leads the LPGA Championship by four shots with a 2-over par 74. Lundquist, who is making her first appearance in the tournament, shot a first-round 74. She leads by four shots over Carla Caudill, who shot a 78.

BROADMOORE IS BACK!

New Open To Everyone

Cleveland's Fruit Deal To Chicago

BROADMOORE IS BACK!

New Open To Everyone

Cleveland's Fruit Deal To Chicago
Reed Gets New Start

Weather

South-Bound Cagers Impressive

Vital Statistics

Sprint Cars Return

Outlaws Invade Fairgrounds

Hail, Rain Chill Off Dakotas

AT&T To Fight Antitrust Ruling

‘Angels’ Trial To Jury

3 Die As Bikers Hit Kansas Town

Obituaries

Tolbert’s Son Taken

No New Leads In Jordan Shooting
HUDIBURG CHEVROLET HAS SOLD-OUT! AND

Henderson CHEVROLET
"YOUR NEW VOLUME DEALER"
HAS BOUGHT

THE ENTIRE REMAINING STOCK
AT 1 PRICE! OVER 400 CARS & 200 TRUCKS
We Bought Them At Volume Discount Prices - Let Us Pass The Savings On To You

OUR INVENTORY OF NEW CHEVROLET IS ALREADY ARRIVING FROM THE FACTORY
AND WE WILL SELL ALL THESE LEFTOVERS AT DRATISTICALLY REDUCED PRICES!!

NEW '80
"Cool" CHEVETTE
FACTORY AIR
CONDITIONING

NEW '80
MONZA

NEW '80
MONTE CARLO

NEW '80
C-10
PICKUP

RETAIL PRICE
$5164
$4467
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$4826
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Henderson CHEVROLET

7809 SE 29th
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MIDWEST CITY ACROSS FROM TINKER AFB

The Journal's
TV VIEWER
JUNE 19, 1980

New newscast.
New network.
New time.
New look.
New Independent
Network News.

KCNC TV
34

20 4x4s
In Stock
1/2 - 3/4 - 1 TON
4 Speed & Automatics
Starting At $7385

Happy Birthday To This Beautiful Country

TUESDAY, JULY 4, 1980

11 PM every weeknight
Cover Story

Channel 34 Adding Network Nightly News

The soaps are juggled

Soaps Casts Juggled

That's Entertainment, Part 2

'Omnibus' Slicked Up For Revival

Funtime in the City

Lincoln Plaza Inn

NOW $32 PER NIGHT
ONLY $32

Lincoln Plaza Inn

Tire Town

OKLAHOMA CITY FUN SPOTS:
Early Cancellation Hurts Actors, Fans

By Pat DiGiovanni

The Journal

Suicide Advanced As 'Liberating Option'

By Sam West

The Journal

One of the great surprises, when you think of it, is that Robert Evans has even been able to break into a long-term career since "Tell a Friend."
Why Have Heat Trapped in Your Attic?

From FEDDERS

FEDDERS High Efficiency Units. We have matching condensers for them.

Call us today about this cool Fedders offer

YOUR HOUSE HOT?

ENJOY COOLER LIVING DAY AND NIGHT.
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---The Journal---

Do Fathers Make Good Mothers?

Where the Best Jobs Will Be in the 1980’s
Super Summer Potato Salads
Do Fathers Make Good Mothers?

By Robert Miller

Do fathers make good mothers? It is a question that has been raised in recent years, and one that is often debated in the media. As more women enter the workforce and assume traditional male roles, the question of whether fathers can effectively take on the responsibilities of parenting is a topic of great interest.

Research has shown that fathers who are actively involved in their children's lives can provide significant benefits. For example, a study published in the Journal of Marriage and Family found that children whose fathers were involved in their daily lives were more likely to have higher self-esteem and better academic performance.

However, there are also challenges to fathers taking on the role of mother. Some argue that fathers lack the emotional and nurturing skills necessary to be effective mothers. Others suggest that the traditional gender roles that have been so deeply ingrained in society make it difficult for fathers to step into the role of mother.

At the end of the day, it is clear that fathers can be excellent mothers. The key is to recognize that parenting is a shared responsibility and to provide support and encouragement to all parents, regardless of their gender.
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health
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IF YOU NEED TO BUILD UP YOUR BLOOD DON'T COUNT ON VITAMINS

Iron poor blood is the most widespread nutritional ailment in America today. In fact, it's a problem that millions of American women face.

And all the vitamins in the world can't help, because vitamins don't contain iron.

Take GERITOL, America's #1 iron and vitamin supplement. GERITOL is so rich in iron, just one tablet each day gives you more iron than even a pound of calf's liver. Plus vitamins that are essential to good health.

GERITOL will actually build iron poor blood back to normal. That's what makes it different from just plain vitamins—and so important to you.
Making Waves: Everything You Wanted to Know About Permanents

Beauty

Free Gray and 51!

NEW FISH AHoy!

SAVE 20¢ ON NEW FISH AHoy.
DRIY CAT DINNER.

3 TASTY FISH FLAVORS ALL IN ONE BOX.

SAVON COOL AND TUNA... What a catch!
Introducing Fish Ahoy! This dry cat dinner with a unique combination of three fish flavors in the shape of little fish. Cats love the taste of fish, so treat your cat to the tastiest catch of all time. Your cat will love Fish Ahoy, and you will love the tremendous introductory package offer.
An Amazing New Diet Idea!

HOW TO BURN OFF BODY FAT, HOUR-BY-HOUR!

DEAR FRIENDS,

My name is Dr. Schwartz. I am an M.D. and have been practicing medicine for the last 20 years. I am also the author of several books on health and nutrition. I have helped many people lose weight and improve their health. I have found that the key to success is to make dieting easy and enjoyable. I have created a new diet that is simple and effective.

MEDICAL DOCTOR'S NEW DISCOVERY
BURNS AWAY MORE FAT AND REDUCE THAN IF YOU RAN 98 MILES IN 24 HOURS...

VITAL NOTE! PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW AND DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY TO ORDER THIS AMAZING DIET SYSTEM.

...THE amazing thing, of course, is that this program works. It is rather remarkable to throw off as much as 6 pounds of fluid and fat in the very first week...

...Imagine how it must feel to drop up to 2 pounds a day and shrink your waistline up to 3 inches in the first week...

RETURN YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE QUANTITY WITHOUT QUESTION.

THE story begins with a full-day supply with complete instructions. A 1-tray portion is gone and the next is served, and so on. Each tray allows you to eat eight to ten portions. This is a 36-portion diet.

THE common denominator is that it is low in calories and high in vitamins. The food is made up of many different foods. You should consult with your doctor before you start any diet.

RETURN YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE QUANTITY WITHOUT QUESTION.

THE story begins with a full-day supply with complete instructions. A 1-tray portion is gone and the next is served, and so on. Each tray allows you to eat eight to ten portions. This is a 36-portion diet.

RETURN YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE QUANTITY WITHOUT QUESTION.

THE story begins with a full-day supply with complete instructions. A 1-tray portion is gone and the next is served, and so on. Each tray allows you to eat eight to ten portions. This is a 36-portion diet.

RETURN YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE QUANTITY WITHOUT QUESTION.

THE story begins with a full-day supply with complete instructions. A 1-tray portion is gone and the next is served, and so on. Each tray allows you to eat eight to ten portions. This is a 36-portion diet.
"What do you have for a lively 35-year-old?"

"The 6 O’clock, Fred quitting time...back to the old sitcom."

"I have a compulsive urge to give your body to science. Yet I have this horrible fear of having it rejected!"

"Do you have something to help hamburger helper?"

---

**SAM AND SILO**

"All right, folks, Silo Tidley, the great veteran pitcher for the Buckwater Dukes is ready to pitch..."

"All right, Silo goes into his famous windup..."

"Silo has two strikes on the batter...two blazing fastballs..."

"Silo leans forward to get the sign from the catcher..."

"What will the sign call? For Siolo’s great sweep curve, or another fastball across the knees?"

"And here’s the pitch!"

"Oh-oh! I think Silo’s done it again...he forgot what he was going to throw!"

"Folks, his only weakness is a short attention span."

---

**Junior Whirl**

**TERMS USED:**
-baggage: A case or box for carrying personal belongings.
-foosball: A game played on a table with miniature players controlled by players on opposite sides of the table.
-nights: Nighttime.

**YOU CAN WIN**

Here’s a game to try at home. First, pick an odd number of playing cards at the edge of a table, as shown above. Then, form a circle and see who can carry the cards around the circle to a given location in the room. Circle one to be centered between the upper tip and stem. If you are left-handed, circle 3. The odd number is prohibited. Naturally, the team that carries the most cards is the winner, in an even race, racing with the odd card may have some advantage.

---

**HOCUS-FOCUS**

**SPELLBINDER**

SPELLOFF! Every letter except e is used in the grid below.

Try to score as close to 24 as you can.

---

"Bam, Shot!" Dad’s day will be made if he completes this trick shot above. Can you help him do it on the first try?"